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2013: extreme complacency

this year’s outrageous predictions are once again a selection of mainly negative events, any of which can 

change the financial landscape and in some cases even the political status quo.

It is always tempting when making predictions to call for radical changes to the market landscape, but having 

produced this publication now for over 10 years, we hope the real value on offer to readers is to identify major 

events and risks that seem out of the box and “outrageous”, but are actually far more probable than appreciated 

and could have significant (mostly very negative) consequences on investment returns in the New Year.

Our biggest concern here on the cusp of 2013 is the current odd combination of extreme com-

placency about the risks presented by extend-and-pretend macro policy making and rapidly  

accelerating social tensions that could threaten political and eventually financial market stability. Our recent 

calls for a forest fire-style crisis that would be short and scary, but also establish healthy conditions for mov-

ing forward, have been met with the historically correct response: Any real change has only come about as a 

result of the exigencies of war.

Before everyone labels us ‘doomers’ and pessimists, let us point out that, economically, we already have  

wartime financial conditions: the debt burden and fiscal deficits of the western world are at levels not seen 

since the end of World War II.

We may not be fighting in the trenches, but we may soon be fighting in the streets. To continue with the  

current extend-and-pretend policies is to continue to disenfranchise wide swaths of our population - particularly 

the young - those who will be taking care of us as we are entering our doddering old age. We would not 

blame them if they felt a bit less than generous. In other words, the kind of confrontation we risk is not a  

military one, but rather a struggle between the mistreated young generation and the old fogies, who think 

they are entitled to all of a society’s wealth and to do everything to defend the status quo. In a way, it is the 

1960s all over again, though a deeper struggle rooted in economics as much as politics - the 1 percent versus 

the 99 percent, to borrow the most common way to draw the battle lines. Occupy Wall Street was a mere 

amuse bouche and distant early warning of this phenomenon. The appetisers and main courses will soon  

arrive if we do not change our ways.

All of this leads us to believe that society will tilt increasingly towards more radicalism in Europe in 2013, 

where the far left and far right will both gain ground by appealing to the desperately disenfranchised voters 

who have very little to lose in responding to their messages. Current mainstream European politicians are  

running on ideological empty. And they have never shown that they understand the ‘representative’ portion 

of a representative democracy.

The macro economy has no ammunition left for improving sentiment. We are all reduced to praying for a better 

day tomorrow, as we realise that the current macro policies are like pushing on a string because there is no 

true price discovery in the market anymore. We have all been reduced to a bunch of central bank watchers, 

only ever looking for the next liquidity fix, like some kind of horde of heroin addicts. We have a proforma 

capitalism with de facto market totalitarianism. Can we have our free markets back please?

As you look at our list of 10 ‘predictions’, they may not look particularly outrageous in some cases, but  

remember that we have extremely low volatility in all asset classes due to the lack of real price discovery.  

In such an environment, it means that almost any move outside of two standard deviations is becoming  

outrageous, as it suggests that the totalitarians are losing their grip.

As we must do every year, we also need to underline that these 10 events are not Saxo Bank’s official calls for 

2013. Ironically, though, they could prove far more relevant for investors because of the huge impact if any 

one of the 10 sees the light of day in the New Year. Before trading or investing, we all must know the worst 

case scenario - capital preservation is a must and your portfolio needs to be able to weather a perfect storm, 

or for that matter any storm.

As we leave 2012, the consensus call is for the S&P 500 to rise 10 percent next year, and not a single analyst 

sees the market down in 2013 –  I do not remember a similar level of complacency since the year 2000, when-

everyone I knew quit their job in the hope of making a fortune day trading. One of the things we can learn 

from history is that we rarely ever take its lessons to heart.

Best wishes for 2013, 

Steen Jakobsen

chief economist
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DAX PluNgES 33 PErCENT TO 5,000 

The leading german stock market index DAX was one of the world’s best performing stock markets in 2012 as 

Europe’s economic juggernaut continued to fare better than most Eurozone countries, despite the crisis on the 

continent and weaker activity in China. This will all change in 2013 as China’s economic slowdown continues, 

thereby putting a halt to germany’s industrial expansion. This causes large price declines in industrial stocks 

due to stagnating revenue and declining profits at major industry players such as Siemens, BASF and Daimler. 

This market stress deflates consumer confidence and as a result domestic demand, highlighted by weak retail 

sales. With domestic demand failing to offset weakening exports, approval ratings for Chancellor Angela 

Merkel plunge ahead of the german election in the third quarter, and ultimately the deteriorated economic 

situation obstructs her re-election attempt. With a weak economy and uncertainty about a new government, 

the DAX index declines to 5,000, down 33 percent for the year.

NATIONAlISATION OF MAJOr JAPANESE ElECTrONICS COMPANIES

Japan’s electronics industry, once the glory of the ‘land of the rising Sun’, enters a terminal phase after be-

ing outmatched by the roaring South Korean electronics industry, with Samsung the winner. The core driver 

of the industry’s decline is a too domestically oriented approach which has led to a high fixed cost base due 

to Japan’s extreme living costs, pensions and the strong yen. With combined losses of uSD 30 billion in the 

last twelve months ending September 30, 2012, for Sharp, Panasonic and Sony combined, creditworthiness 

deteriorates greatly and the Japanese government nationalises the electronics industry in déjà-vu style - similar 

to the government bailout of the uS automobile industry. There has been no nominal growth in Japan’s gross 

domestic product in eight out of the last 16 years and as a consequence of the bailouts, the Bank of Japan 

formalises nominal gDP targeting. The BoJ expands its balance sheet to almost 50 percent of nominal gDP to 

spur inflation and weaken the yen. As a result, uSDJPY goes to 90.

SOYBEANS TO rISE BY 50 PErCENT

Bad weather during 2012 caused havoc to global crop production and we fear this will continue to play an 

unwanted role during the 2013 planting and growing season. The uS soybean ending stock, which improved 

slightly ultimo 2012, is still precariously tight at a nine-year low. This tightness leaves the price of new crop 

soybeans, illustrated by the January 2014 contract on Chicago Board of Trade futures, exposed to any new 

weather disruptions, either in the uS or South America (which is now the world’s largest producing region) 

or in China (the world’s largest consumer and biggest importer). Increased demand for biofuel, in this case 

soybean oil to cover biodiesel mandates, will also play its part in exposing the price to spikes should worries 

about supply resurface. Speculative investors, who reduced their soy sector exposure by two-thirds towards 

the end of 2012, will be ready to re-enter and this combination of technical and fundamental buying could 

potentially push the price higher by as much as 50 percent.

gOlD COrrECTS TO uSD 1,200 PEr OuNCE

The strength of the uS economic recovery in 2013 surprises the market and especially financial investors in 

gold, who in recent years have come to dominate the market thereby making the yellow metal extremely 

sensitive to expectations for the global interest rate environment. The changed outlook for the uS economy 

combined with a lack of pick-up in physical demand for the precious metal from China and India, which 

both struggle with weak growth and rising unemployment, trigger a major round of gold liquidation. This is 

particularly a result of the uS Federal reserve’s decision to reduce or completely cease further purchases of 

mortgage and treasury bonds. Hedge funds move to the sell side and once the important uSD 1,500 level 

is broken a massive round of long liquidation follows, especially by investors in Exchange Traded Funds who 

have been accumulating record holdings of gold. gold slumps to uSD 1,200 before central banks, especially 

in emerging economies, eventually step in to take advantage of lower prices.

WTI CruDE HITS uSD 50 

uS energy production continues to rise beyond expectations, primarily brought about by advanced production 

techniques, such as in the shale oil sector. uS production of West Texas Intermediate crude oil rises strongly 

and with inventory levels already at a 30-year high and export options limited, WTI crude oil prices come 

under renewed selling pressure and slump towards uSD 50 per barrel. Weaker than expected global growth 

compounds this process triggering a surprise drop in global consumption of oil and the price of Brent Crude, 

the global benchmark. The supply side, led by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and rus-

sia, reacts too late to this challenge as its members - desperate for revenues to pay for ever increasing public 

expenditure - hesitate to reduce production, so the supply glut rises even further.
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uSDJPY HEADS TO 60.00

The liberal Democratic Party comes back into power with its supposedly JPY-punishing agenda. But the reality 

of office, an uncooperative parliament and resistance from the Bank of Japan, mean that only half-measures 

are introduced. Meanwhile, the market has become over-enamoured with the potential for lDP leadership 

to bring about change and over-positioned for JPY weakness. As the market loses its enthusiasm for global 

quantitative easing and risk appetite retrenches, the yen vaults to the fore again for a time as the world’s 

strongest currency due to deflation and repatriation of investments, and carry trades find themselves turned 

on their head. uSDJPY heads as low as 60.00 and other JPY crosses head even more violently lower, ironi-

cally paving the way for the lDP government and the BoJ to reach for those more radical measures aimed at 

weakening the yen.

HONg KONg uNPEgS HKD FrOM uSD – rE-PEgS TO rMB

China deepens its political commitment to turn away from its managed peg to the uS dollar. A big step in this 

direction is taken as Hong Kong moves to unpeg the Hong Kong dollar from the uS dollar and repeg it to the 

Chinese renminbi. Other Asian countries show signs of wanting to follow suit in recognition of Asia’s shifting 

trade patterns and as national policies of accumulating endless uSD reserves begin to erode. China also takes 

steps to increase rMB convertibility to grab a larger share of global trade – part of its large ambition to hold 

more sway over developing and frontier economies and commodity producers. This starts a process of wrest-

ing some of the advantages of holding a major reserve currency away from the uS currency. rMB volatility 

increases as China loosens its grip on the currency’s movements, and Hong Kong quickly grows to become a 

major world currency trading centre and the most important centre for trading the rMB.

EurCHF BrEAKS PEg, TOuCHES 0.9500

European union tail risks are re-aggravated – perhaps by the Italian election – or over the nature of greece’s 

exit from the European Monetary union and the worry that Spain and Portugal will follow suit. This sends 

capital flows surging into Switzerland once again and the Swiss National Bank and Swiss government decide 

it is better to abandon the Swiss franc’s peg to the euro for a time, rather than let reserves accumulate to more 

than 100 percent of gross domestic product after they more than doubled to nearly two-thirds of gDP over 

the course of 2011 and 2012. Punitive measures and capital controls eventually brake the franc’s appreciation, 

but not until EurCHF has touched a new all-time low below parity after having neared parity in 2011.

SPAIN TAKES ONE STEP ClOSEr TO DEFAulT AS INTErEST rATES rISE TO 10 PErCENT

The market ignores the strains on the social fabric at the European union periphery as input to Eu systemic 

risk. This is particularly the case for Spain, where disposable income for over 1.8 million people is now less than 

Eur 400 a month and only 17 million out of a population of 47 million are employed. The unemployment rate 

is 25 percent and youth unemployment is alarmingly over 50 percent. On top of this, Catalonia is threatening 

to break away from Spain. While the European Central Bank and the Eu are busy ‘selling the success’ of lower 

interest rates, Spain has seen total debt (public and private) explode to over 400 percent of its gross domestic 

product. Only Japan is in a worse state. With social tensions so high, the public sector simply cannot cut its 

public outlays further. In 2013, Spanish sovereign debt is downgraded to junk and the social strain pushes 

Spain over the edge, seeing Spain reject the extend-and-pretend policies of Eu officialdom. Yields rapidly 

increase after the downgrade and as an inevitable default is priced in.

30-YEAr uS YIElD DOuBlES IN 2013

The 30-year uS Treasury bond tells us that the expected return over the next 30 years is a real return of 0.4 

percent (2.8% yield minus a break-even inflation of 2.4%). This cannot last in a world of forced inflation via 

infinite monetary printing and a possible downgrade of the uS - if we fail to get structural fiscal reforms. The 

Federal reserve is expected to keep rates low for longer but in 2013 this could be challenged by the zero 

interest rate policy which forces investors to leave fixed income to attain any yield. The global bond markets 

is uSD 157 trillion versus a stock market valuation of uSD 55 trillion (Source: Mapping global capital markets 

2011 - McKinsey & Company). This means that for every one dollar in equity there are three in fixed income. 

With no return or even negative return (after costs) the substitution of bonds with stocks is appealing. For 

every 10 percent the mutual funds reduce their bond weightings the equity market will see 30 percent on net 

inflow – this could not only lead to higher uS rates, but also be the beginning of decade-long outperformance 

by stocks over bonds, which is long overdue.

JOHN J. HArDy
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APPENDIX TO OuTrAgEOuS PrEDICTIONS 2013
For the first time in the more than 10-year strong history of Saxo Bank’s Outrageous Predictions, a selection 

of the best contributions from colleagues and people outside the bank are included in this publication. Only 

the most thought provoking are listed here. These Outrageous Predictions, like our own, are intended to 

spark debate and help in thinking outside the box. Saxo Bank thanks all for their input.

EquITIES

• Clean energy companies surge by an average of 1000 percent

• Nokia will surge 800 percent

• Facebook will be outpaced by Chinese competitor Weibo/WeChat

• Apple starts buying into google stock

• One big European car manufacturer, like Fiat, could fail and close down

• Microsoft is the new Apple

• BP and gazprom merge

• Apple’s market cap will exceed uSD 1 trillion in 2013 (approx. uSD 1,000/share)

• Nokia’s shares decrease 50 percent

• Bentley doubles its sales in 2013

• Apple buys Sony

• HP, Dell and Acer join forces

• Windows 8 is the biggest mistake in Microsoft’s history

• African stock market becomes best performing continent (long AFK:arcx)

• SNP 500 Bank index S5BANKX index increases 100 percent

macro

• Eurozone exits – Brexit, Cyprexit, Frenxit

• Cyprus becomes the first country that has requested but has not received a bailout

• Merkel decides it is better to let Spain and greece go

• ECB monetises its debt target

• Euro 1 and Euro 2 (Euro North / Euro South)

• Eurozone crisis will be solved

• Eurozone periphery will get Marshall-style plan

• german exit from the Eurozone

• Much steeper yield curve in uS

• uS 10-year yields at 6 percent

• All trade across Asia becomes denominated in CNY opening up new trading zone

• Holders of JgB bonds realise they are storing their wealth in something issued without limit

FOrEX

• Euro starts its rally towards 1.9688

• uSDJPY gives back all its November gains to trade towards 76.00

• SNB steps aside during 2013 and lets the Swiss Franc become a free currency once again

• EurCHF becomes the trading vehicle of choice for 2013 with a range of 1.1000 - 1.5000

• EuruSD trades above 1.60

• The Communist Party of China free-floats the rMB

• uSDrAND goes well over 10+

• Canadian dollar soars 30 percent versus uSD and Eur on new safe haven status

• germany reintroduces the Dmark

• EuruSD at or below parity

• EurNOK goes below 7.00

• uSDJPY goes above 100

• greece, Portugal, Spain and Italy declare germany a currency manipulator

• germany does massive internal revaluation and lowers the working week to 30 hours

• Japan announces at APEC the start of a plan to create one Asian currency 

• AuDJPY and CADJPY both up 30 percent

• Ideas emerge for a single currency in the union of South American Nations by 2019

• New currency called ASEAN emerges

COMMODITIES

• gold to trade uSD 3000 per ounce

• Shale gas discoveries in russia cause oil to drop to uSD 70 per barrel

• Wheat prices double

• Baltic Dry Index decreases by 50 percent

• gold collapses 30 percent

• gold/platinum ratio goes above 1.5 for first time ever

• Coal reaches lower level than in October 2008

• Coal rises to uSD 110
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OTHEr

• Showdown over Senkaku Islands

• Belgium will disappear

• Angela Merkel buys a holiday home in greece

• China will abolish communism in 2013

• A right wing party in germany wins the elections and germany leaves the Eurozone

• Iran makes a pre-emptive strike by dropping a nuclear bomb on Tel Aviv

• Big earthquake hits Istanbul

• russia and Mexico end up in revolution as declining energy prices hurt budgets

• Iran enters hyper-inflation

• Cuba changes to a democratic regime

• China stages Japan as an evil empire

• repeat all of Saxo Bank’s 2012 Outrageous Predictions

• Mario Monti wins Italian general elections on mandate for change 

• Nicolas Colsaerts becomes world’s best golf player

• Another Tiananmen square tragedy happens in China

• 2013 is the best year in human history

• More new European countries have been established

• A new Korea is born to become a superpower against China and Japan

• Steen Jakobsen finally publishes his first book in Chinese

• germany does massive internal re-evaluation and lowers the working week to 30 hours

• Widening income gap in China creates widespread rural protests

• Massive fear of bird flu, global famine, world flooding

• Social media collapses

• Central and Eastern Europe turn east again - communism comes back in vogue

• New European state introduces English as auxiliary language in all countries

• Fall of Assad regime in Syria encourages young Iranians to hit the streets again
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